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For many years, the credit card companies have attempted to
find a more secure method of doing transactions rather than
the “swipe and signature” method which permits thieves to
steal a card, or counterfeit one, take it to a merchant, and
purchase goods without needing more than just the stolen
card and a pen.
Card companies have always had more success with security
when a debit card was used as a debit card with a PIN number.
So, in Europe MasterCard and Visa began distributing credit
and debit cards with an embedded chip in them, which
required a PIN number rather than a signature to complete the
transaction.

CHIP

Now a new credit card point-of-sale terminal would have
to be designed to recognize the chip and to request the
customer to enter a PIN number.

This terminal had to be placed by the merchant where
the customer could access it in order to enter their
Personal Identification Number themselves so that the
store personnel would not have to touch the card.
Several companies designed terminals which have a
front-loading area that will accept the new EMV cards.
The Verifone VX 520 and the Ingenico ICT 220 are both
EMV-ready. These are the most popular terminals now.

These Terminals have
both the EMV Reader at
the bottom, but also can
read the magnetic strip
on the older cards.

The VX-520 is also a
Dual-comm terminal,
which means it can
process transactions
over the Internet via an
Ethernet cable or using
dial-up on a standard
telephone line.

Off-line transactions. Such as reservations, are not affected
as much as swipe transactions are by the new EMV rules.
What IS required, however, is that transactions done by
manual entry include the following information as part of the
security measures:
• The address of the cardholder (just the numerical portion
of the address) such as 12 Pine Street – enter “12”
• The 5 digit zip code of the cardholder, and
• The CVV number (The three or four digit number of the
back of the card).
Completing THIS information helps to secure the
transaction.

First, of course, it means you’re going to need a new
terminal. A terminal that has the slot to accept the new credit
and debit cards that have a chip in them.
It also means that you’re going to have to make that terminal
accessible to your customers so they can enter their PIN
numbers.
Previously merchants were told that the new terminal would
have to be downloaded, encrypted and installed before
October 1, 2015. That turned out to be merely a target date.

You can obtain a swipe transaction when the customer
actually comes to your campground as a backup to the
transaction.
This can be accomplished by going back to the origins of
credit card transactions and by using a manual imprinter –

This will mean that you will need the metal plate for the
imprinter which can be obtained from your processor and
the blank slips. You can write “as processed offline” on the
slip and have the customer sign the receipt.

The so-called deadline for the transition to EMV transactions
was SUPPOSED to be October 1st of 2015. That didn’t happen!
At this writing, only 18% of all issuing banks have delivered the
chip cards and only 21% of all merchants have purchased the
EMV-ready terminals.
The chip cards that have been issued are being used as “Chip
and Signature” transactions rather than “Chip and PIN”
transactions. Estimates are that the full implementation of the
EMV plan will happen sometime in either late 2016 or early 2017.
But, merchants are still responsible for having the EMV
terminals, and if transactions are fraudulent, the merchant
would be liable in most cases.

We can get you an EMV Terminal and, depending on what
machine is currently on sale, get you the lowest price
including, downloading, encryption and delivery.
We also can get you a manual imprinter, the metal plate
and receipt slips.

And, of course, if you’re thinking of switching to us, we
guarantee to get you THE LOWEST RATES IN THE
INDUSTRY – AND THE BEST SERVICE!

